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How can cells embedded into a gradient concentration triangulate the position of the source
and migrate toward their final destination? The source triangulation requires to recover the three
dimensional coordinates of the source from the fluxes of diffusing cues at narrow windows (receptors)
located on the surface of a cell. We develop here a method to address this question and we show
in the limit of fast binding rate to the receptors, that at least three receptors are necessary. We
solve the steady-state diffusion equation using an asymptotic approach, which agrees with hybrid
stochastic-analytical simulations. Interestingly, with an accuracy of few percent, the source cannot
be located if it is located at a distance tens of time the size of the cell. Finally, the precision of the
source recovery increases with the number of receptors.
How can a cell find a target position with a sufficient
precision? This question is ubiquitous biology: Sperma-
tozoa need to find the egg in the uterus [1–4]; during
brain wiring, axon migrates to their final location inter-
preting, with a yet unknown mechanism, a complex en-
semble of molecular gradients (Fig. 1A) [5–7]; Combining
chemical and mechanical gradients cell need to migrate
to a small target in complex environments [8, 9].
The physical principles by which a cell could find the lo-
cation of a target remains an open question. The first
step is the ability of the cell to detect a difference of gra-
dient concentration across its few micron in size. This
was the subject of Berg and Purcell approaches [10–15],
based on the computation of the difference in concentra-
tion across the surface of a small diffusing ball. How-
ever, this paradigm is not sufficient to decipher how a
cell is able to triangulate the exact position of a gradient
source, which goes beyond detecting a gradient concen-
tration [16–18]. Here, the physical model consists instead
of many receptors distributed across the surface of a cell
that bind diffusing molecules at a fast rate. The flux
imbalances between different receptors then form a di-
rectional signal from which the cell could triangulate the
position of the source thereby identifying its exact loca-
tion. Triangulating a source in two dimensions required
at least three small receptors to reconstruct the location
of the source [17]. However this reconstruction is possi-
ble only if the source is exceedingly close – only up to 20
to 40 times the cell diameter. In that case, the level of
detection sensitivity decreases with the reciprocal of the
distance to the source. Yet, the growthcone, which is the
tip of an axon has a size of few microns, but nevertheless
is able to accurately find its final destination over rather
long distances (mm to cm). This paradox was resolve
by understanding that migration is constraint in narrow
tubes, where triangulation works at much longer ranges
due to the asymmetric location of the source [17], which
effectively reduces the search to one dimension. Finally,
another interesting property of triangulation is the con-
sequence of many redundant receptors which results in
increasing the accuracy of localisation and can thus com-
pensate for possible fluctuation in the receiving fluxes.
In the present letter, we study the triangulation sens-
ing in three dimensions using a diffusion model for the
cues. We provide an analytical expression for the re-
ceptor fluxes using the method of matched asymptotics
for the Laplace operator. Using this solution, we de-
termine how the location of the source depends on the
position of the receptors. We numerically determine the
position of the source for various receptor placement con-
figurations and show that this can lead to several order of
magnitude difference in the sensitivity and susceptibility
to noise. Surprisingly, contrary to the two dimensional
case, the sensitivity decays with distance square between
the source and the target. Finally, having many redun-
dant receptors on the cell surface drastically reduces the
possible fluctuations in the fluxes.
Diffusion model of cell triangulation. The model
(Fig. 1B) consists of diffusing cues that have to bind to
M narrow windows located on the surface of three dimen-
sional ball Ba of radius a. Individual cue molecules are
described as Brownian particles. The cues are released
from a source at position x0 outside the ball (Fig. 2A).
Our goal is to estimate the steady-state flux at each nar-
row window for fast binding (i.e. the probability density
has an absorbing boundary condition at the windows).
The first step is to solve the Laplace equation
D∆P0(x) = −δx0 for x ∈ R3 −Ba (1)
where ∂P0∂n (x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ba − Sk(ε), where Sk()
are nonoverlapping circular windows representing recep-
tors (or possibly clusters thereof) of radius ε centered
at points xk on the surface of the sphere; the remaining
surface of the sphere is absorbing with P0(x) = 0 for
x ∈ Σa = S1(ε) ∪ ... ∪ Sn(ε). As x tends to infinity, the
gradient needs to dissipate, hence we have the additional
condition lim|x|→∞ P0(x) = 0. Using the Green’s func-
tion exterior to a ball in three dimensions, a solution of
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21 can be found using Neumann’s function [19, 20],
N (x,x0) = 1
4pi|x− x0| +
a
4pi|x0||x− a
2x0
|x0|2 |
+
1
4pia
log
 |x0||x|a2 (1− cos(θ))
d˜(x,x0)
, (2)
where d˜(x,x0) = 1− x0.xa2 +
(
1 + ( |x0||x|
a2
)2 − 2x0.x
a2
) 1
2
and
θ = ^x0x. N is solution of the Laplace’s equation
∆N (x,x0) = −δ(x− x0) for x ∈ R3
∂N
∂n
(x,x0) = 0 for x ∈ Sa = ∂Ba. (3)
where Sa is the surface of the three-dimensional ball Ba
and x0 ∈ R3 −Ba the location of the source. Finally,
P0(x) = N(x,x0) +
∑
k
∫
Sk(ε)
N (x,xk)∂w(x)
∂n
dSx.(4)
Defining the vector α˜ with the entries αi = −N (xi,x0)
and the unknown fluxes on each window
∂P0
∂n
(y) =
Ak√
ε2 − r2 , for y ∈ Sk(ε), (5)
using eq. 4, the fluxes satisfy the following matrix equa-
tion:
[M˜ ]A˜ = α˜ (6)
where [M˜ ] = θεI + 2ε/piN and θε = pi/2 +
ε log(ε/a)/(2a) +Bε, where B is a constant (third order
in the asymptotic expansion) will be determined numeri-
cally depending on the window locations. The symmetric
matrixN has zeros on its diagonal and the remaining en-
tries are given by [N ]ij = N (xi,xj) where i, j = 1...M ,
i 6= j. N (x,y) is the Neumann-Green’s function defined
by 2. The structure of the matrix M˜ disallows an ex-
plicit solution for any number of windows m, but can be
inverted for a low number of window m. Finally, after
numerically solving equation 6, the flux on each window
is Φk = 2piAk. To first order, this can be solved analyti-
cally as
Φk = θ
−1
ε
αk− 2piε
θε
∑
q 6=k
N (xq,xk)αk
+O([2piε
θε
]2)
. (7)
We first confirm the validity of this result using a steady-
state hybrid stochastic simulation scheme to compute
these fluxes: briefly, after Brownian particles are re-
leased from the source S(x0), their position is immedi-
ately mapped to the surface of a sphere ∂BR around the
ball Ba as R  a + ε (Fig. 2A). The probability distri-
bution of this mapping is given by
P (x;x0) =
1
4pi
β2 − 1
(1 + β2 − 2β cos γ)3/2 , (8)
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FIG. 1. (A)Drawing of a neuronal growth cone in an exter-
nal chemical gradient. Receptors on the cell membrane are
able to sense the external chemical gradient, thereby defin-
ing navigation in the Brain. (B) model of the sensing part of
a cell as a ball containing narrow windows (receptors). The
source is located at position x0 where Brownian particles are
released (blue and purple trajectories).
which represents the flux through the absorbing bound-
ary ∂BR in free space, here |x| = R, |x||x0| cos γ = x ·x0
and β = |x0|/R. After mapping the position, a particle
performs a standard Brownian motion (Euler-Maruyama
scheme) until it is absorbed by a window [16]. A parti-
cle can also leave the test ball of radius Re > R (this is
to prevent frequent mappings), upon which it is mapped
back to the surface ∂BR using Eq. (8). For each map-
ping, a particle has a finite chance Pe = R/|x0| to escape
to infinity, whereupon its trajectory is terminated.
Accuracy in recovering only the direction of a
source. To illustrate the model, we start with two win-
dows located on the equator of the ball (Fig. 2A): win-
dow one faces the source directly and window two is at
an angle φ. The total flux through both windows vs the
source distance L = |x0| and the angle φ, shows an excel-
lent agreement (Fig. 2B) between the analytical results
(solid lines) and simulated data (crosses), with the single
fit parameter B = 5.7. The flux through window two
3FIG. 2. (A) Schematic of a reflecting ball with window one
(orange disk) facing the source (small orange sphere) and a
second window at an angle φ. Particles are released by the
source undergo Brownian motion (hybrid simulation) and are
either absorbed by one of the windows (trajectory in magenta)
or can escape to infinity. (B) Total flux through both windows
vs the angle φ , (C) absolute flux through window two and (D)
splitting probability for a particle to hit window two. Curves
are for various distance L to the source: analytical results eq.
7 (solid lines), compared to simulation data (crosses).
alone (Fig. 2C) shows a single maximum when the win-
dows are close and decays rapidly to a small but finite
value when the window is on the opposite side of the ball.
The splitting probability pS =
Φ1
Φ1+Φ2
of hitting window
two given that a particle hits one of the windows allows
distinguishing the direction only of the source when it is
very close. Already for L = 10 ball radii, the difference
in the hitting probabilities is smaller than 10%, which
makes any recovery impossible in a noisy environment.
In order to quantify the distance at which it is still
possible to recover the direction of the source with three
FIG. 3. Sensitivity of detecting the source position
from Eq. (9). (A) for a ball with three windows arranged
as an equilateral triangle on a geodesic. The detection con-
tours is in the plane that contains all 3 windows (Left) and
in plane perpendicular to the window plane (Right), for three
different detection thresholds (1%, 0.1% and 0.01%). (B) The
sensitivity decays with distance of the source x0 like 1/|x0|2.
windows, we use the sensitivity cost function
f(x0;x1,x2,x3) = max{|P1(x0)− P2(x0)|,
|P2(x0)− P3(x0)|,
|P3(x0)− P1(x0)|},
(9)
where x0 is the position of the source and xi, i = 1, 2, 3
are the positions of the three windows on ∂Ba. The cost
function f(x0;x1,x2,x3) describes the maximum abso-
lute imbalance between the fluxes through the windows.
Fig. 3A shows the contours of this function for three win-
dows arranged in an equatorial equilateral triangle in a
slice through the z = 0 and x = 0 planes at three dif-
ferent threshold levels. Notably, the distance at which
directions can still be discerned is approximately an or-
der of magnitude less for any given threshold compared
to the equivalent situation in two dimensions [17]. In-
4deed, using the dipole expansion for a source located far
away|x0|  1, f(x0;x1,x2,x3) ≈ Cmaxi,j(|(xj−xi).xˆ0|)|x0|2 ,
where C > 0 is constant and xˆ0 =
x0
|x0| . Fig. 3B illus-
trates this decay.
Triangulating the source location. To reconstruct
the location of a source x0 (three coordinates of the
source) from the measured fluxes Φi through the win-
dows located at xi, we require at least three windows.
Interestingly, in two dimensions the minimum number of
windows is three as well, even though only two coordi-
nates need to be determined. This is due to the recur-
rence properties of the Brownian motion, which imposes
that the sum of all window fluxes to be unity [16]. How-
ever, this condition is not present in three dimensions
because Brownian particles have a finite probability to
escape to infinity before hitting a window. The source
location x0 enters Eq. 6 only via the Neumann-Green’s
function N , which we invert numerical by rewriting eq. 6
as a solution of implicit equations
Fi(x0) = θεΦi +
∑
j 6=i
N (xi,xj)Φj − 2piN (xi,x0) = 0.
Each of the m equations describes a closed surface in
three dimensions, the intersection of which yields the
source location. Therefore, we use the following proce-
dure: we search for the joint root of the Fi(x0) via first
tracing the root contour of F1 in the x − y plane until
we find its intersection with the root contour of F2. We
then plot the curve described by the joint root contour
of F1 and F2 until F3 = 0 is fulfilled. This yields the
source location x0 as a function of the measured fluxes
Pi and the window locations xi. The choice of window
labels used in this algorithm is arbitrary and we could
have used any combination of three of the M windows .
Uncertainty of reconstruction in noisy environ-
ments To study the effects of flux measurement uncer-
tainty on the source position triangulation, we investi-
gate the consequence of small perturbations on the fluxes
η  Φ. The source can be recovered by using the fluxes
of any combination of three windows Φn, Φm and Φl out
of many. We use the Jacobian matrices of the fluxes
Jij =
dΦi
dxj0
where i = m, n or l and invert it to extract
the error matrix ~E
(m,n,l)
ij = η[J
−1
ij ]. The column vectors
of E(m,n,l) contain the linear uncertainty vectors associ-
ated with the source location recovery via these windows
and the volume of uncertainty for this particular recovery
is given by the parallelepiped spanned by these vectors.
Because the choice of m, n and l is arbitrary, we define
the overall volume of uncertainty for a particular config-
uration of window number, location and source position,
as the volume of the geometric intersection of all par-
allelepipeds resulting from all possible combinations of
three windows.
We present three cases (Fig. 4): A – windows spread
uniformly across the ball surface, B – windows concen-
trated in a single cluster and C – window clusters spread
uniformly across the ball surface. In all cases, adding
only a few windows decreases the volume of uncertainty
by order of magnitudes, as it correspond to the intersec-
tion of an exponential number of parallelepipeds. In all
cases, the source located at closest and directly on top
of the cell, x0 = (0, 0, 2) (blue line), has the least vol-
ume of uncertainty. Doubling the distance but staying
on top of the ball leads to an increase of roughly three
orders of magnitude in the volume of uncertainty in all
cases, x0 = (0, 0, 4) (yellow line). Overall, case A has
high uncertainty for low numbers of windows, however
when the number of windows is high, the error depends
overwhelmingly on the distance and not on the direction,
as expected. In contrast, the single cluster of windows in
case B shows a high directional dependence of the error
for all windows, with the advantage of low uncertainty
even for low numbers of windows. Case C with small
clusters spread on the sphere is a compromise between
the uniform spread and the cluster cases, providing small
volumes of uncertainty for low number of windows and
moderate directional dependence.
Concluding remarks Diffusing cues arriving at nar-
row windows located on the surface of ball is a model
of cell sensing. We show here that at least three win-
dows are necessary to triangulate the position of the
source from the diffusion steady-state fluxes. Interest-
ingly, fluxes at additional receptors increases drastically
the precision of the source. However, in three dimen-
sions, the source cannot be detected too far from the cell
compared to two dimensions or when the cell sensing re-
gion is placed in a narrow tube. Possibly recovering a
source further away could be possible when binding is
not infinitely fast.
The present framework to recover the source of a gradi-
ent is general and could be relevant to any cells, bacteria,
growth cones [5] that have to find a target. This first step
should be followed by a second step of transduction that
preserve the quantitative difference of signal measured at
each receptors [21, 22]. Another possible improvement of
the model would be to consider multiple synergetic cues
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